Part IV – 6. Information Exchange
GCC Submission

GCC’s submission on preferred options for Information Exchange:

- GCC does not support the “Alt title: Transparency”
- GCC notes the following language for Op1:

  “Each Party is encouraged to facilitate exchange of information relevant to the implementation of the instrument, on best practices and research and technologies.”

  GCC prefers to remove 1. A-E
- GCC notes the following language for Op2:

  “Parties may exchange the information directly, through an online registry to be maintained by the secretariat or in cooperation with other relevant international instruments and organizations, as appropriate”

- GCC supports OP3 Alt.
- GCC notes the following language for OP4:

  “Parties are encouraged to learn from and build on existing ongoing processes, initiatives and networks to share knowledge, and highlight successes.”

- GCC notes the following language for OP5:

  “Parties exchanging information pursuant to this instrument shall protect any confidential information as mutually agreed.”